DIMENSIONS OF PARADISE
SACRED GEOMETRY OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN’S GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
The purpose of these charts are to illustrate and ascertain the possible geographical location of the Garden of Eden. One of the premises these charts strongly suggests is that the sacred
geometry of the Tree of Life – Flower of Life is at the core design and blueprint of what could have been the layout of where the center and the borders of the Garden of Eden geographically
were located at in the Middle East. According the Bible, Humanity’s creation started with GOD the SON, Jesus Christ in a Garden and a Marriage and will end in a Garden and with a Marriage
with the Return of the Messiah, the King of the Universe, Jesus Christ. The Biblical description of where the Tree of Life is located at gives some geographic clues as to where this ‘door’ or
pathway is situated in the Middle East that leads to the Tree of Life, at least in the sense of where it once was.
If the Dimensions of Paradise geographically and geometrically are consistent with the blueprint of the Tree of Life-Flower of Life, then the 3 cities of Babylon, Ur and a third that is not identified
as of yet due to loss of records, could be the ‘gate’ or pathway to the Tree of Life. Is it any wonder why the Middle East will be the place where it ‘ends’ as it was the place where ‘it’ began?
Why? This region has and will be the battleground between the forces of Light, Jesus Christ and the forces of Evil through false religions in the region that deny Jesus as LORD and Savior.
Aside from oil, these charts strongly suggests that the entire Middle East bears the imprint of the literal geographical area that encompassed Paradise and that Lucifer no longer possesses, it
will be his attempt to forcefully challenging the closure of the Tree of Life through Stargates and demonic portals as Nimrod did in Babylon with the towers of sacred geometry and dark magic.
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BLUEPRINT OF PARADISE
To ascertain if the Tree
of Life - Flower of
Life motif is the
blueprint for the Garden
of Eden geographically, certain
key locations of ancient and
modern importance will be used
as reference points in an attempt
to replicate the Dimensions of
Paradise on the map of the Middle
East. Perhaps such locations will
be used again in some form or
fashion in the near future in an
attempt by the AntiChrist like
Nimrod to forcefully invade the
Gates of Paradise to access the
Tree of Life with such sacred
geometry and Luciferian magic in
an attempt at using such means to
break in and unlock the door to the
very Tree of Life as Nimrod
attempted in Babylon. In essence,
just like Christ Jesus is called the
2nd Adam, so too Lucifer is coming
to Humanity -in the form of the false
Messiah AntiChrist as the 2nd
Nimrod.

‘THRONE’ OF YHWH

THE TREE OF LIFE STARGATES

7 Churches of Asia

Lucifer has been positioning the
playing board of the Middle East
through wars, toppling of Dictators
as with the Arab Spring in
preparation for the last ditch effort
to assault the Garden of Eden. The
coming World War between the
Muslims and the Jews will facilitate
this New World Order and his 2nd
Nimrod, the AntiChrist in an attempt to take it back what he lost to
the 2nd Adam, Jesus Christ at the
Cross nearly 2000 years ago.
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The Giza Pyramid complex mirrors
and is aligned with the Ziggurat
complex at Ur. Both have the Orion
Belt star alignment.
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THE EARTH-MOON PATTERN
If this possible Paradise pattern is transposed
onto the map of the Middle East based solely
on the geometry of the circumference using Mt.
Ararat as a reference point that intersects
Mecca as well, and if the Source of the River is
in Asia Minor, the Dimensions of Paradise
would thus be in exact proportions to the
Moon-Earth proportions in terms of
geometry and size. If the scale of the
Earth to the Moon is used, then the
ancient city of Troy would be at a leyline that demarked the boundary of the
beginning of the ‘Dimensions of
Paradise’. When a comparison of the
geographical region of the Middle
East to the Moon-Earth graphic are
aligned, the location of where the
center points of the circles
correspond to some amazing
points and locations on Earth. For
example the Earth-Moon pattern’s
center that could correspond to the
center of where this study suggests
the literal center of Eden was near
the area to the north of Havilah in
Arabia would correspond precisely
on Earth to Lake Victoria in Africa.
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SACRED PATTERNS OF HEAVEN
If the Dimensions of Paradise are such that the area does indeed correspond to the Moon-Earth sacred
geometry, then the source of the 4 Rivers can be identifies geographically and thus the Earth-Moon
pattern could lend viability of where the ‘midst’ of the Garden’ could thus be pinpointed. This center point
of the Circle or circumference of the whole Middle East would validate the theory that the place north of
Havilah in Arabia is where the Trees of the Knowledge of Good and Evil and the Tree of Life were
located at. This theory is solely based on the sacred geometry pattern of the Tree of Life - Flower of Life
motif. This Earth-Moon pattern also is connected to the Pyramids of Giza complex and the whole of the
Nile Delta in Egypt. This study strongly suggests that the same sacred Dimensions of Paradise are
mirrored in the Nile Delta in connection to the Great Pyramid. The Nile Delta is
geometrically configured as an almost an equilateral triangle from a perspective
looking south.

Mt. Hermon, Lebanon
120 Fallen Angels
33°24’46” N 35°51’22” E
9232 feet or
1.52 Nautical Miles high
1,997 Nautical Miles to Equator
1997 is the year many speculate
‘The Days of Noah’ started

THE ANGELIC RENDEZVOUS POINT
This circle that encompasses the 4 main Rivers of the Middle East, the Nile, Jordan, Euphrates, and Tigris are at a 45 degree angel line bisecting the circle. This line directly intersects
Mt. Hermon and the ancient city of Troy in the Northwest quadrants of the all encompassing circle on the map of the Middle East. It was at Mt. Hermon, according to the Book of Enoch,
that 120 Fallen Angels descended to Earth at this very spot. They made a pact with each other to take human women as wives and procreate for the purpose of defacing YHWH’s
creation. The Bible describes or uses words that they had ‘left their 1st estate’ to explain this condition and circumstance. This has had many connotations from Angels physically leaving
their ‘posts’ as in a military analogy to Angels leaving their form or bodily constitution as in being able to take on a physical manifestation and thus being able to have sexual intercourse
and breed with human women. This genetic mixing was one of the reason, according the Bible why the Earth and all flesh was judged by Noah’s Flood. Jesus stated that this would be
the same condition in the world just prior to His Return in the Last Days. There would be a genetic mixing of human DNA to achieve the effect of the Tree of Life, immortality.
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